The relative influences of symptoms, insight, and neurocognition on social adjustment in schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder.
Impaired insight and neurocognitive deficits are commonly seen in schizophrenia. No study to date, however, has documented the relative influences of insight deficits, neurocognitive functioning, and psychotic symptoms on overall social adjustment in this population. This was done in a cohort of individuals recovering from acute exacerbations. Forty-six individuals with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder were recruited upon discharge from an inpatient unit. Symptom levels, neurocognitive functioning (information processing, memory, and executive functioning), and symptom awareness were documented, and social adjustment was assessed in three domains: treatment compliance, social behavior, and subjective quality of life. Cross-sectional data from initial assessments are reported. Sequential linear regression analyses identified differential associations between illness characteristics and outcome domains. Treatment compliance was most influenced by insight; social behavior deficits were associated with thought disorder and neurocognitive (working memory and visuo-spatial) impairments; and quality of life was associated with mood disturbances. Outcome is multidimensional in schizophrenia, and there are differential patterns of associations between illness characteristics and domains of social adjustment. Studies such as this can guide clinicians in determining the most appropriate treatments for specific individuals and should also guide researchers in efforts to clarify the processes that underlie treatment response and recovery in schizophrenia.